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SOME PROPERTIES OF PROJECTIVE

REPRESENTATIONS OF SOME FINITE GROUPS

Ch. Hwang

The representation group G* of metacyclic group G = BH, 

HAG i오 known. When |•이 is prime, representation G* can 

be easily obtained. Using this fact, some properties of pro

jective representation of G will be discussed.

Theorem L Let G =〈z, ：y]"=L 3"=L

where (n, r) = 1, p is prime. Then the number of irreducible 

projective representation with degree 1 is p(n9 r—1) and 

the decree of the irreducible projectve representation of G 

is one or p.

Proof. H2(G, K*)竺乙 where g=”어，;一-—, &―；). 

By [3] the representation group G* of G is

<3, y 히""=1,，尹=1, y~lxy~zxT^ = 

yz=zy).

Also〈％ z〉pG*,〈y〉〈G* and 3,2〉is abelian. So G* is 

the semidirect product of (y) byz〉.

Let T be a representation of 愆z〉. We define Ta\h—> 

T(a-1afe) for z) and aW〈:y〉. Then Sr~ (yk^.(y')\Tyk 

^T} is a subgroup of〈3〉Since |〈:y〉| is prime, ST = {ej
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or 品=〈3〉 So by [4], & =〈)〉iff has degree 1,

where p is an irreducible representation of〈3〉

All the irreducible representation whose degree is 1 has 

the form So we have

Tyk—T iff 7项르3z) = Z(g”)

iff Tyk{xizi) ~T{y~kxtziyk)

=7(纟^&27+(]+，+..・ +，五一1))

=Z愆)八7、(0)厂9危+…+网F

= T3)叮(打

iff ] and T(n)i功+…= ]

iff ———=0(mod n) and d2 W———=0(mod g)
1 — r 1 —r

where 7(”)=&气 T(z)=我”.

(fisf2 are n, q-th roots of 1, respectively.)

So

& =(◎、? iff di (1 — rk) =0(mod n) and

日2-牛二二wO(mod q)
1 —r

for all 歸 0<^</>-l 

and

Sr — (y) iff Ji(l —r)=0(mod n),

because (1 + r, 1 + r+r2, 1 + r-l— + *t)=L So such

{01} is (n3 r—1). Therefore {T0/?} is p(n9 r—1).

Since Sr is {e} or〈3〉the degree of irreducible repre

sentation G* is 1 or p. So the degree of projective 

irreducible representation of G is 1 or p. So our p호。of is 

completed.
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Theorem 2. Let G = 3, :吧 y~lxy=xr} with 

(r, n) =1, p prime, and 1 + rH--- hr^-1=0(niod «).

(1) Then p\n and J/2(G, K*) = {1, {a},…，{。广'}}.

(2) For each {a"}, there exists exactly n/p linearly ine- 

quivalent projective representations with factor set 

{*}.

(3) In this case

成)=diag{fE,羿...，挡 

0 •- 0 1 \

0 -• 0 0
I 0 0 '

、0 0 -- 1 0，

?如(3由)=7\("7丄(时，

and

a{y3x\ 3心:저) 二負'"* …“"七

where f is a primitive 元—th root of unity.

0

7W='
0

Proof. In this situation we have k~(----「)=佑 q =
r—1 /

顷& r—1)/n~ (n, r—1) = Therefore ”一 1= (r—1) (rp~x + 

—Fl)=0(mod n) and hence 0 = 1 + 广4—广厂'=1 + 14 卜1■三 

力(mod d). But p is prime so(i = l or d=p. So d = g = l, 

H2(G, C*) = {^}, d=p=q，and p\n since (n,户一l)=d=?= 

g. Now by [1 丄 Tki is a projective irreducible representation 

of G wich degree p with the factor set {cK}. Also their 

equivalence can be found in [1]. So for each {ock} we have 

n/p linearly inequivalent projective representation.
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